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And here is Djwhal Khul’s latest Spirituality Article, information complimentary every Thursday:
(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Now let me get a stronger connection inside the channel and we’re going to be teaching channeling
by Teleseminar, I’m going to double check the date here, November 6 there will be a teleseminar if
you want to check into that. But as you can see sometimes the connection comes in a little light

and then it gets deeper or more full as the energy continues so as part of voice channeling. Again
we’re going to go a little bit deeper here. There.
Alright. This week we have Halloween, All Saints’ Day, Mercury entering Scorpio and perhaps kind
of more interestingly, just passed a very interesting Full Moon, Super Moon, Wesak Half Way Moon
into Halloween, when the veils are the thinnest. We are also going to have a close asteroid to the
planet. I don’t see any damage coming from it but what I do see is human nature sensing it and
responding to it, and also animals as well. What you’ll be seeing is a sense of low energy or feeling
tired, a little lethargic maybe. Maybe the pets are taking a lot of naps, even children seem to need
to go down for a nap, the elderly, etc. It’s flushing things out. There’s a surfacing. You might also
see some skin conditions, a little rash here, there, maybe some acne coming up or just red skin.
There will be also fear or terror coming up at a subcellular level. So the body responds. All of
nature really sort of responds when things are pending. We have a lot of heavenly configurations
that are adding to the heat as well. So things that are cooling, maybe lime rather than lemon,
cause lemon is heating, aloe vera, colloidal silver, things that are cooling. MSM also can help cool
the body, that’s a supplement or can come as a lotion. You can work with also a lot of water,
maybe a chilled soup, very gentle on the stomach. That sort of thing. So think in terms of cooling
or staying cool.
And then for the fear and terror that’s coming up, it might show up in the joints, very stiff fingers,
not being able to make a fist or maybe elbows, toes locking up or cramping, that kind of thing.
Then you might consider the homeopathic Aconitum Napellus 30X. So it has to be the 30X potency
not the 30C and it’s nicknamed Aconite. Usually it is readily available in most health food stores.
Good idea to keep it on hand in general to work with fear whenever that arises.
Now Halloween, is the thinning of the veils although we’ve had really kind of some other things
since Neptune went retrograde and Neptune affects the psychic energies and the psychic centers
and specifically the Third Eye. There is more telepathy happening, both being sent and being
received. So be careful what you’re thinking because others can hear it and your animals also will
be responding much more to communications from you.
So still interesting with the veils and you might want to put up protection. Imagine yourself inside a
large egg shape that is maybe gold, shiny gold, on the outside and filled with white light on the
inside.
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you.
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